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Introduction
About us
We are architect students participating in a course called 
Suburbs - Design and Future Challenges, which is situated at 
the Centre for Urban Studies in Hammarkullen. The course 
is a part of the Master Programme Design for Sustainable 
Development and it deals with the social aspects of the concept. 
We learn participatory methods for dialogue with citizens, with 
the intention to involve the citizens in the design process. We 
also study the complexity of actors involved in a process, and 
how they relate to each other. Our projects are reality based, with 
cooperation with local stakeholders and ongoing development 
processes.

About the project 
Our project group consists of; Isa Petterson, Mattia Minenza, 
Erika Lundén and Joel Berge, and is called The Family House. 
The project area is the premise at Bredfjällsgatan 36-46, where 
there are existing plans of creating a Family Center / Family 
House. The green area in front of it - Hammarpark - is also part of 
our project. We are looking at the relation between the building, 
its users and the area in front of the building, and how to connect 
them to each other. We want to create adapted spaces, based upon 
the wishes and visions of the present and soon-to-be users.

Hammarkullen

City center
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Hammarkullen

The million homes programme
Hammarkullen is a suburban area north east of Gothenburg. It 
was built in 1968-70, during the so called million programme 
era.1 The million programme was initiated by the Swedish 
government in 1965 to address the acute shortage of housing in 
the cities. The plan was to build one million homes in 10 years 
and it succeeded.2 However, the population did not increase as 
much as expected and when million programme was complete, a 
lot of its apartments stood empty. The million programme is often 
associated with the big concrete high-rise buildings that can be 
seen in Hammarkullen, but many single family homes were also 
built during this period and the most common type is the three-
storey brick building.

Demography
Hammarkullen has around 8 000 inhabitants of which more than 
half are born abroad. 33 % are under 18 years old and 36 % of the 
families have 3 children or more.1

The Hammarkullen spirit
Hammarkullen has got some bad publicity in the past and has 
become a symbol in Gothenburg of the negative aspects of 
the million programme, with social problems and decreasing 
services. But there is another side to Hammarkullen that is rich 
in culture and initiatives. There are many cultural associations 
and local businesses, especially around Bredfjällsgatan and the 
square. This leads to a strong community spirit; people know 
each other. Hammarkullen is also famous for the carnival held 
every year in the end of May. This year a new cultural project 
- El sistema - was initiated in Hammarkullen. The idea, which 
originates from Venezuela, is to make children grow and interact 
through playing classical music.
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Hammarpark
The park is situated right next to the square, in the heart of 
Hammarkullen, flanked by the tall high-rises of Bredfjällsgatan 
and Hammarkulletorget. It has a wood-like patch in the south east 
with a soccer field next to it, a playground that used to belong 
to the school at Bredfjällsgatan 36-46 and a basketball field. At 
the north east corner, right next to the square lies the small red 
building that is the Open pre-school. The pre-school will however 
soon move into new premises at Bredfjällsgatan 46 and a café 
will perhaps open in the red cottage - it has not been decided yet. 
The park is managed by Park & Naturförvaltningen.

Bredfjällsgatan 36-46
The building in focus of our project is located 120 meters 
from the tram stop, next to Hammarpark. It has nine storeys 
and a basement and is constructed like a bookshelf, with 
load bearing inner walls and a curtain wall facade. It was 
bought by Bostadsbolaget, who owns most of the buildings 
in Hammarkullen, in 2001. Newsec, who manages all other 
buildings on Bredfjällsgatan for the owner which is Acta, is 
responsible for the garbage maintenance of the building. Newsec 
is the principal manager of the community association that owns 
the area closest to the building - Bostadsbolaget is the other 
manager. Around 450 people live in the building and about half of 
them are children.3
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On the ground floor there used to be a school for children of 
age 7 to 12. The school was given a roof covering the entrance 
area because of garbage falling from the windows onto the yard. 
Bostadsbolaget claims that the “garbage issue” is no longer 
bigger in this building than anywhere else, but the roof is still 
there. 

Today the ground floor accomodates two pre-schools and a 
kitchen that caters to the pre-school called Sjöhästen. Soon 
an open pre-school, antenatal health care, child health care 
and a resource team will move in, forming a so called Family 
center. Göteborgslokaler is the external manager of the ground 
floor and Lokalförsörjningsförvaltningen (LFF) maintains it. 
Lokalsekretariatet (LS) is normally responsible for administrating 
renovations and changes of premises used for municipal services, 
but today the Municipal District Administration takes this role 
while waiting for a decision about the child health care services in 
the future Family Centre.

What is a Family center?
“The activities of a Family center are focused on parents and 
children. They are health promoting, supporting, universal and 
preventive at an early stage. A Family center is a fully integrated 
supportive environment with at least antenatal health care, child 
health care, open nursery school and social welfare activities. At a 
family centre different professional groups work together with the 
families. In addition to midwives, pediatric nurses, pediatricians, 
pre-school teachers, social workers and psychologists, sometimes 
also librarians work there.

The Family centre builds on and develops what is unique for 
Swedish antenatal clinics and child health care, namely to offer 
service that is universal, voluntary and free of charge. At a Family 
center antenatal health care, child health care, social counselling
and open nursery school are all under the same roof. The Family 
center reaches people with children from all walks of life in a 
housing area, and is not only a meeting-place for children and 
parents but also a place where different professional groups meet 
and cooperate. At the same time as parents and children go there 
to see each other and play, they have access to health care and 
social counselling if and when needed.”4

The quotation above is from a leaflet about Family centers, found 
at familjecentraler.se - a website run by the association for the 
promotion of Family centers.
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Our working process
The goal of our project was to show how the Family House/
Bredfjällsgatan 36-46 and Hammarpark could be changed to 
suit the needs of the inhabitants and the Family center. But there 
was also another purpose with the project; to strengthen the 
discussion about the development of the area among citizens 
and local actors. Our design proposal could therefore be seen 
not only as the end-results of our work, but also as the beginning 
of an intensified discussion that will continue after our course 
in Hammarkullen has ended. We have tried to keep this in mind 
when planning our working-process. The process was divided 
into three main phases:

1. Establishing a dialogue
We started by identifying various “key-persons” to contact. These 
persons could then direct us to other actors of interest for us. 
Through meetings, interviews and workshops we gained a good 
understanding of the challenges and needs of different groups. 

This first phase was not only about understanding the situation 
better, but also for establishing a dialogue with local stakeholders. 
During the later parts of the project we tried to maintain this 
dialogue by updating people on our work, both by direct contact 
and by regularly writing about our progress in the course blog at 

Our shedule Photo: Isa Pettersson
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suburbsdesign.wordpress.com. The blog has had over 1400 page 
views between October 17th 2010 and January 13th 2011. We 
also encouraged different actors to get in contact with each other. 

We tried to work in this phase without proposing our own 
solutions, because we first wanted to get a good understanding of 
the needs, wishes and opinions of the people.

2.Synthesize
The first phase left us with a lot of material in the form of notes, 
photos, models, drawings etc. This second phase was used to 
gather all the information and to structure it. Now we also did 
our own analysis of the area. For this we used different methods, 
including SWOT and an analysis of public-space qualities, 
developed by Gehl Architects. To find the most important issues 
to focus on, we used a method inspired by “The Integral Process”. 
We wrote down all the issues that different actors had mentioned, 
and then we tried to link them, in order to find out how they 
affected each other. After this work we were able to decide some 
key areas to focus our work on.

3.Designing
The conclusions from the synthesis created the foundation 
for the design proposal. Now it was possible to visualize the 

different ideas, and to bring them together into one coherent 
design. We started up this phase with one last workshop at the 
Open pre-school. The participants, together with us, built models 
of how they wanted the outdoor environment to be. We want 
our design proposal to be used as a base for further discussion 
about the development of Hammarkullen. We also hope that 
some of the proposed changes could eventually be turned into 
reality. Therefore we have also tried to elaborate on the actual 
implementation of different parts of the proposal.

During our work we have also kept a project journal, partly as a 
way for our teacher to keep track of our progress but also for our 
selves to see what we have done and to facilitate the writing of 
this report.
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Workshops
Sjöhästen pre-school 2010-11-10
We did a workshop with seven four to five year old kids, five 
girls and two boys. First we sat down indoor to draw. The kids 
were asked to draw how they like to play. We then asked them to 
explain what they had drawn. They drew swings, and a boat, and 
a lot of snow, since it had snowed the day before.

After the drawing exercise we went outside to the small yard in 
front of the building and played “place hunt” with the kids. We 
had prepared stickers that the kids were supposed to place at the 
places they felt suited the meaning of the sticker. Most of the 
stickers ended up at the same place, which was the corner of the 
yard, behind a big ventilation drum, where there was a hole in 
the ground. Some stickers were also placed next to the entrance 
stairs. What these places have in common is that they are places 
you can hide yourself or hide things behind. The exercise showed 
us where the kids play, even though they didn’t use the different 
stickers as we had planned. 

We also sat down and played with them in the sand box, and 
we realised that they were using only the sides of the sand box 
making the cakes, and using the middle only as a sand supply. 

Photo: Mattia Minenza
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Tenants of Bredfjällsgatan 36-46, 2010-11-10
For this workshop we chose the psychogeography method that 
we learnt from Sigrid Östlund during the start of the course. The 
participants are given a map of the area of interest and stickers 
that represent certain events or emotions to place on the map. For 
the first part of the workshop we used plans for the different types 
of apartments in the building and for the second part we had a 
map over Hammarpark and its closest surroundings, including the 
square. After the participants had finished placing the stickers we 
asked them to tell us what they wished for the future and wrote it 
down on post-it notes that were also placed on the map.

Of the five active participants in this workshop only two lived 
in the building of focus and could participate in the first part of 
the workshop which concerned the apartments. The conclusions 
we could make from this exercise was that they were overall 
happy with the apartments, but that there was a lack of storage. 
They both wished to have bigger balconies and a warmer indoor 
climate. The temperature in the apartments is around 20˚C, which 
is standard, but usually feels quite cold. The staircases were 
marked as dark, unsafe and untidy. The women liked the newly 
renovated elevators. They were generally quite pleased with their 
kitchen, living room and master bedroom.

For the part about the outdoor area, all five active participants 
joined in to put stickers and post-its on the big map. Hammarpark 
and the yard of Bredfjällsgatan were considered to be very dark. 
The group didn’t like the big containers for bulky waste that 
are placed at Bredfjällsgatan 50 and 20 once a week. They did 
however like the place with the waterfall outside Bredfjällsgatan 
20-22, at least when it was tidy. They wished for small patios on 
the ground floors of Bredfjällsgatan and to use the Family centre 
premises in the evenings. For the park they wanted more seating, 
allotments (as long as they were kept tidy), premises to rent, 
flowers, water, mosaic and a general refurbishment to make the 
place more “fresh”. 

Photo: Joel Berge
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Mixgården Youth Center 2010-11-11
The workshop was divided into 2 different parts. In the first part 
we had a big paper with two columns titled Keep and Change 
and some post-its with different issues or activities like greenery, 
shops and services, activities for youth, garbage, crime, identity 
and meeting place. The participants were asked to place the post-
its in the columns to show what should be kept the way it is today 
and what could be changed to make it better. After this they were 
asked to explain their choices. Some of the issues that came up 
were the feeling of insecurity, especially among girls, but they 
also thought that Hammarkullen was undeserving of its negative 
identity.

In the second part we showed 23 different photos of solutions 
and suggestions for the outdoor space and the participants chose 
one or a few pictures that they liked the most. Among the most 
popular suggestions were hammocks, trampolines, a stage, 
seating under roof, a fake grass football field, beach volley and a 
basketball field.

Photo: Mattia Minenza
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Workshop with Skovbakke 2010-11-16
Kristian Skovbakke Villadsen from Gehl Architects in 
Copenhagen arranged a workshop where all inhabitants of 
Hammarkullen were welcome to join. Due to a change of date 
(caused by illness) and that most people work during office hours 
not many had the possibility to come, but we were very happy 
that some were able to stop by.

In the first part of the workshop we were given maps of 
Hammarkullen where we drew lines for the routes we usually 
take and then added stars for important places and hearts for our 
favourite spots. We discussed the result in groups and put together 
a summary of all the group-member’s routes and favourite places.

For the second part we went out and took a photo of ourselves in 
front of our project area. We then used this photo to create a post 
card of our vision for the future. We also formulated this vision 
in a speech bubble, as shown to the right. This was really the first 
design we made as a group and a starting point for our ideas.

“Our dream is to make the indoor activities 
visible by adapting the outdoor space”
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Designing at Open pre-school 2010-11-26
The idea with this workshop was to bring together different 
actors involved in the family center. By doing this the actors get a 
chance to better understand each other. The participants were one 
teacher and two parents from the Open pre-school, one teacher 
from the Sjöhästen pre-school, two persons from Resource team 
(Resursteamet) and also one representative from Bostadsbolaget. 

The work
We started the workshop with a brief introduction of our work, 
and then we presented five sheets of inspirational photos from 
various places around the world. We asked the participants to 
choose images which they liked, and to explain why they liked 
them. We also wanted them to actually visualize the ideas they 
have, and not only to discuss them. Therefore we continued with 
building models together. We had prepared two models with 
different scales, where we included only the existing buildings 
and the most prominent hills and roads. Together with the 
participants we then built their vision for the area.
These models could then be shown to people who is responsible 
for actually implementing the changes. We hope that this will 
encourage further discussion between the actors. For us this 
workshop was also the start-up of our design phase.

Conclusions from the design workshop
The inspiration photos started some interesting discussions about 
the wishes for the outdoor area:

Many of the participants liked the images with greenery, and • 
the image of the hilly “play-scape”.
The pre-school teachers also stressed the importance of • 
storage houses for strollers and play equipment.
The lighting was also mentioned, and it was agreed that light • 
is important for creating secure places.
Tending to flowers and plants could be an appreciated activity • 
that brings people together.
A fire-place. But some people also suggested that there should • 
be a meeting place with roof.
A basketball and soccer-field was also mentioned.• 

“I like the green hills - they are not flat, hard and 
black like asphalt.”

Photo:Unknown
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The constructed models included a lot of ideas, some of them can 
be seen in the photos. Conclusions from the model work:

There should be a lot of natural elements, such as green hills, 
waterfall, trees, flowers. A safe feeling can be created with 
lighting and by allowing people to have an overview of the area.

Play equipment for smaller kids, e.g. swings and funny • 
sandboxes.
Defined entrances for the different functions in the family • 
house.
Make the facades more varied, with facade lighting and • 
colored window frames.
Nice seating, also available for the tenants, outside the • 
Resource team.
Move the fence at the pre-schools’ yard to the the other side  • 
of the bushes to make the yard bigger and give the kids access 
to the bushes for playing.
The roof should be transparent to let more light in, and there • 
should be seating close to the pre-schools.

Photo: Mattia Minenza

“Greenery without insecurity.”
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Interviews
Sjöhästen pre-school 2010-11-01
The pre-school has been at Bredfjällsgatan 44 since August 2010. 
Before that they were in the church Tomaskyrkan. The children 
there are between 1 and 5 years old. Their concern is that the 
premises - indoor and outdoor - are not planned to accommodate 
a pre-school. The indoor spaces have bad acoustics and the rooms 
are hard to close off from each other - resulting in the younger 
children being disturbed during their nap-time. Sjöhästen is the 
only organization in the building that gets food from the kitchen 
on the ground floor and was supposed to have the premise closest 
to it, but the Open pre-school was placed there since they needed 
more space.

Their biggest problem however is the area outside the building. 
Their small yard is mainly an outstretched asphalt field with a 
single sandbox. They wished for more green in the yard, and a 
softer ground material - the asphalt is too hard and rough for the 
youngest who just learnt to walk. Swings and storage space were 
also on their wish-list. They didn’t spend time in Hammarpark 
since the playground there is built for older children but they 
really enjoy the new playground near the refurbished building at 
Hammarkulletorget, and go there often.  

Open pre-school 2010-11-08
We met the two teachers at the Open pre-school for a cup of tea 
and a stroll through Hammarpark. When talking about the future 
premises, they were very concerned with the accessibility. They 
feared that the new location far away from the square would cost 
them a lot of visitors. The present location at the square is good 
since it invites for spontaneous visitors. To be more visible in 
their new location they wanted a clearly pointed out entrance and 
a colored entrance door.

Another concern was the lack of activities for small children in 
that area. They suggested that the football field would be replaced 
by a place for the pre-school - a green park with benches, plants 
and  activities for the kids. They worried about how to contain all 
their equipment. They have a great need for storage.

They were also critical to the physical organisation of the new 
premises; that they are situated next to each other in a long row, 
and it would be better if the were located in a way that facilitated 
cooperation between the different actors. There is a need for a 
link between the different activities, like a corridor for example.
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Study visits
Malmö 2010-11-29
On 29 of November our group joined Bostadsbolaget and their 
youth panel on a trip to Malmö to study playgrounds. Malmö 
municipality has invested a lot in the outdoor space for the 
citizens - especially children - during the last decade. There are 
now ideas to do the same in Gothenburg.

We visited two playgrounds - one for younger and one for older 
children - as well as a skate park. The one that inspired us the 
most was the one for older children, called Rörelselekplatsen 
(The movement playground). It was a stretched out area with 
different zones for different age groups, with a small area 
surrounded by small trees for the youngest in one end and a 
multi sports field in the other. There were also a lot of seating for 
parents around the playground.

This trip was an excellent opportunity to see and try out the 
playgrounds, in this way we could see the positive and negative 
aspects. Unfortunately the day before our trip it snowed a lot so 
the all outdoor spaces were covered by several inches of fresh 
snow, which made it near impossible to see the ground material. 
Fortunately we had the happy youths with us that enjoyed trying 
out all the playing equipment.

Photo: Isa Pettersson
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Trädet 2010-12-02
The teachers at the Open preschool in Hammarkullen 
recommended us to visit the Family Centre Trädet in Frölunda, 
and so we did. It was a very warm and welcoming environment. 
Small in size and personnel, and cosy. There are nine people 
working at Trädet; two social workers, two pedagogues, two 
midwives and three pediatric nurses.

The family centre Trädet has existed for ten years now. Their 
premise is a former preschool, and it was renovated three years 
ago to fit the present users. “It’s very important what the premises 
look like!” one of the social workers told us. She also stated 
that a location close to the centre is of importance too, to invite 
spontaneous visitors. If you are going to the pediatric nurse, you 
might stay a while at the open preschool while you’re there.  All 
the staff agreed that only one floor plan is good, and also two 
entrances, in case somebody doesn’t want to show others where 
they’re going. The accessibility, closeness to one another is of 
great importance to facilitate cooperation. It should be easy to 
immediately pass a client on to for example the pedagogue, if 
they ask for it.  The staff room for coffee breaks is important 
of course, but mostly for meetings. Common places where you 
meet, if even just for a quick hello, are important too. 

Photo: Erika Lundén
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Analysis
Gehl
A very visual way of comparing different public spaces and their 
qualities has been developed by Gehl Architects.5 Every circle 
addresses an important issue; the first three circles deal with 
protection while the six in the middle deal with comfort and the 
last three with enjoyment. The circles are given a color according 
to how well the space fulfils the criteria.

White = good         Grey = not so good  Black = bad

Unpleasant sensory experience could be for example wind, rain 
or noise while positive sensory experiences are things like trees, 
plants, water or things that are pleasant to the eye or touch. A 
good scale is one that is adapted to the human scale - spaces that 
are not too wide or narrow and buildings that are not too tall. To 
be able to use a place during both night and day around the whole 
year a place that is only planned for daytime activities - such as a 
playground - can never get full marks.

On the next page we have summarized our own analysis of 
three different places in Gothenburg; Hammarpark which is 
our project area, Plikta which is a very popular playground in 
Slottsskogen, and Domkyrkoplan which is the newly refurbished 
park area around the cathedral in the city center. We compared 
Hammarpark to these places since the character of Hammarpark 
is something in between a park and a playground and that 
Domkyrkoplan and Plikta are popular examples of such places.

Protection 
against traffic 

and accidents - 
feeling safe

Opportunities 
to walk

Opportunities 
to see

Scale

Opportunities 
to talk and listen

Opportunities 
to enjoy the 

positive aspects 
of climate

Positive 
sensory 

experiences

Opportunities 
for play and 

exercise

Opportunities 
to sit

Opportunities 
to stand/stay

Protection
against  crime 
and voilence - 
feeling secure

Protection 
against un-

pleasant sensory 
experiences
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Hammarpark DomkyrkoplanPlikta

On protection against traffic and 
accidents Hammarpark did not get a 
“good” mark since mopeds and even 
cars have been reported to drive there.

As we only analysed the playground 
itself, it’s bound to get less than “good” 
marks when it comes to 24h activities - 
it’s not planned to be used at night.

Domkyrkoplan got a “bad” mark for 
the lack of physical activities, which is 
to be expected since it’s a church yard.
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TIP and SWOT

The Integral Process of Working on Complex Issues
TIP is used to identify what issue of concern to address within a 
complex grid of interconnected factors. The first step is to map 
all the concerns and their interconnections. This way you get a 
picture of what issues are related and where to start working. The 
second step is called “The Portrait” and is about analyzing  the 
causes and impacts of the chosen issue of concern, by making 
a “frame” around a “canvas”. The frame is made of  structures 
that support the problem, and the canvas consists of attitudes and 
values.6 There are more steps in the TIP-method but we chose to 
focus on the two explained above.

Our analysis
We started by gathering all the issues that has come up during 
previous interviews and workshops. We made a mind-map of the 
issues, connecting them with red arrows. The issues with most 
connections were chosen for the next step of the method. We 
also chose to add issues that have been stressed as important by 
several actors during our research. In step two we did not make 
a portrait with a frame and canvas, but we did analyse the causes 
and impacts of each issue. In our project we have three zones; the 
park, the threshold zone and the building. We wanted to find out 

what zone to put the focus on, why we also analysed the causes to 
see if the issues and the different zones were interconnected and 
therefore could be solved by addressing common causes.

The result of the analyses shows that an issue like lack of 
lighting for example has few causes, but many impacts. We can 
also see that several issues have many causes and impacts in 
common. Lack of lighting is an example of a common cause for 
many issues, as Feeling insecure is a common impact of almost 
all the issues.  The zone-analyses showed that the issues were 
quite connected to a certain area, for example Garbage is most 
connected to the building, as Lack of activity and Lack of Lighting 
is related to the park. Visibility and Orientation Difficulties 
concerns all three zones. Our focus will therefore be to work with 
all three zones.

SWOT
The abbreviation stands for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities 
and Threats. Strengths and weaknesses are characteristics within 
the project area that gives advantages or disadvantages to the 
project while opportunities and threats are external elements that 
can either contribute to or interfere with our vision.7
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poor drainage

cold indoor climate

asbestos

poor solutions 
for bulk waste

stigmatization 

ugly/lack of positive 
sensory experinece

too many 
actors

garbage

lack of threshold zones

acoustic problems indoors

lack of connections
in the basement

the roof

organisation of 
the premises
not adapted to 
the functions

decay unsafe for kids 
in the park

lack of lighting

lack of common 
premises

isolated premises
/functions

a border between 
Bredfjällsgatan and 
Hammarkulletorget feeling insecure

poor maintenance

staircases and 
appartments worn 
down quickly

small overcrowded 
apartments

small balconies
 & bathrooms

lack of activities 
in the park

poor seating 
talkscapes 
in the park

lack of meeting 
places in the park

lack of meeting 
places with roof

presence of 
unwanted people

visibility and orientation difficulties

lack of storage space 
indoor + outdoor

asphalt is hard for the kids

(TIP - park, threshold zone & apartments)
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feeling insecure
unsafe for kids
hard to find the pre-schools
low activity rate

park threshold zone apartments

IMPACTS

reluctancy to move in
lack of storage space
bad outdoor environment
missing link between premises
lack of bigger meeting place

feeling insecure
the roof
more garbage
decay
stigmatization

insecurity
unsafe for kids
lack of meeting places
presence of unwanted people in park and in staircases
lack of positive sensory experiences
nobody stays - they pass through
no identity

feeling insecure
orientation problems
garbage
presence of unwanted people
lack of activity
ugly/ lack of positive sensory experiences
unsafe for kids

originally built for other purposes
complex owner/management situation
unflexible structure of the building
poor planning

CAUSES

poor solutions for bulk waste
too many people in a flat
lack of storage
too many actors
vicious cycle of bad behaviour
decay
lack of lighting 

lack of lighting
lack of thresholds
lack of meeting places
the organisation of the place not adapted to users
decay
feeling insecure
poor maintenance
closeness to Angered centre
too big scale
lack of common premises
poor microclimate
bad and too few pathways

lack of lighting
lack of threshold zones
monotonous facades
no signs
obstacles; topography & objects

lack of knowledge
wrong lighting

garbage

lack of lighting 

ISSUES

organisation of 
the premises
not adapted to 
the functions

visibility and orientation 
difficulties

lack of activities
in the park
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close to square and tram

close to carneval route

Family Center

topography and nature

no cars

typical million programme building

no loadbearing facades

scale

topography

lack of light

lack of protection against wind, rain and snow

decay

not adapted to present users

poor connections

café

excursion playgrounds

ongoing plans for North East area

need for renovation

interest in million program areas

poor maintenance

training of fighting dogs

competition from within and outside Hammarkullen

feeling of insecurity

plans for densification

too many actors

(park, threshold zone & apartments)
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Conclusion
Of the issues we picked out during the TIP process we will 
directly address Organization of the premises not adapted to 
the functions, Visibility and Orientation Difficulties and Lack of 
activity in the park.  By solving these issues we can indirectly 
improve the Lack of Lighting and Garbage issues.

Our main focus is the park and the threshold zone - the yard 
outside the Family center. We will also address the issue of small 
apartments. We will not go deep into the ground floor indoor area 
since it has not yet been settled which function should be where, 
but propose a solution to connect the different functions with each 
other and the outdoor area.

The analysis we did of the park told us that its big scale exposes 
you to both weather and other people. The park needs places 
where people would like to stop and sit down where they are 
protected from wind and rain and have nice things to look at. It 
also needs more activities for all hours of the day all year round.

We will use the strength of the Family center and the central 
location of the park to bring people from all over Hammarkullen 
to our area and make it a lively place and linking it to the square. 
We will take advantage of the fact that most million programme 
areas have to be renovated in the near future and provide a good 
example.



D E S I G N
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Guidelines
Based on the knowledge gained from our dialogue with citizens 
and actors in Hammarkullen, we developed some design 
guidelines.

Connect inside and outside
A general, all-embracing, ambition for the project is to make 
visible the activities inside of buildings also on the outside. 
Therefore, the area right next to the Family house, the         
threshold zone, is very important.

Easy to access and orient
Many people would like to pass over the park, since many short-
cuts is possible here. However, this is difficult right now since 
there are many missing links. Therefore new pathways should 
be added, and they need adequate lighting at night. This will 
increase the presence of people in the area. There is also a need to 
emphasize the entrances to make orientation in the area easier.

Everlasting beauty
The natural qualities already in the area are used as a foundation 
for creating a place of beauty with a lot of natural elements and 
beautiful materials. The vegetation and materials used should 
also be durable, to lower maintenance costs and make the             
changes long-lasting.

I
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Adapt the spaces for current users
The indoor spaces are not adapted to the 
current use. Bigger apartments should be 
added to better suit big families, and the 
Family center need a connection between its 
different functions. Also the threshold zones 
need to be better adapted for the pre-schools, 
the resource team and also for the tenants.

Activities for all ages
There needs to be activities for different 
groups of people to turn Hammarpark into 
a lively public realm. Right now there is an 
absence of play equipment for the pre-school 
children, but activities for other groups such 
as older children, youths, parents, elderly also 
need to be enhanced. Also “passive” activities, 
such as resting, talking, watching others play 
or enjoying the sun, should be considered. 
Therefore seating areas which people actually 
would like to use is important.
   

Human scale
The big scale of the area is reduced by dividing 
the park into smaller spaces. Changes are made 
by adding small-scale buildings and vegetation. 
The building facade is made more diverse by 
new balcony-extensions.

Positive Identity
The changes we propose have the potential 
to shape the identity of the area. The Family 
center and a pleasant park could attract visitors 
from other parts of the city. So the area should 
provide the visitors with a positive experience, 
to challenge the stigmatizing image of 
Hammarkullen.

I
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Project area

N

Tram stop

Café (not decided)

Barbecue area(Our proposal)

Bredfjällsgatan 36-46
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The park
In the park we propose more pathways so that it is possible to access 
the area from many directions. Especially the added diagonal paths 
are important. This would also enhance the connection between 
Sandeslätt and Bredfjällsgatan. Human-scale greenery such as 
flowers and small bushes are added in several places. Some trees 
are removed to allow sunlight to reach the seating areas. Lighting is 
added along all of the pathways and also in other areas, so people feel 
safe walking and being in the park even at night. Since some of the 
new additions are planned where the bulk-waste container is located, 
we propose a new bulk-waste building at the other side of the Family 
house. This building should be located very close to the staircases, to 
make it easier for the tenants to use. We suggest to put up obstacles 
for motor vehilces around the park.

There are plans for perhaps starting a café in the red cottage, close 
to the square. If this idea would be realized, glazed extension with 
seating area could bring public life not only to the square, but also to 
the park. The other activities we propose for the park have three main 
focus - The Youth Area, The Center and The Mini-park.

The Youth Area
A multi-sport arena replaces the existing basketball field. In the 
new arena it’s possible to play a wide range of sports, including 
soccer, floorball, basketball and handball. The new facilities are 
located so that visitors clearly can see the Family center from the 
square. Bicycle racks are located close to the arena, and also next 
to the proposed café. Seating and berry-bushes are placed along the 
road, but it is still kept wide so the Carnival could pass here without 
problems.

1:500

Multi-sport 
arena

Seating

Our proposal - the Youth Area

Outdoor 
living room

Bicycle 
parking



Our proposal- a multi-spart arena in the Youth Area



Inspiration for The Center and The Youth Area

Tables and benches Photo: Unknown Outdoor living room Photo: Unknown

Multi-sport arena in Malmö Photo: Mattia Minenza Trampolines in Malmö Photo: City of Malmö
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The Center
We propose that the paths meet in a small, circular square in the 
middle of the park. Groups of seating are created around the big 
tree in the middle and along the edges of the circle. Currently 
there is a lack of indoor spaces for bigger groups to meet in. 
Therefore we propose a house with common premises, right 
next to the center of the park. These premises should be possible 
to rent by both associations and by the tenants living nearby. 
This will bring activity to the park at day-time and in also in the 
evenings. A small stream forms a glittering pond. A small pavilion 
provides nice views of the water. The existing playground, 
suitable for children from age five and upwards, is kept, but 
some of the slides are removed. Instead we propose some new 
additions, such as trampolines embedded in the ground.

Square

Common 
premises

Playground

Our proposal - the Center 1:500

Rocks

Lake



Our proposal - the Center
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The Mini-park
In the south west corner of the park we propose a play-
scape (a combination of playground and landscape) for 
the smallest children. Blue-colored, soft pathways divide 
the area into smaller spaces with fields of small grass 
hills. It is located right next to the Family center and 
the blue pathways connect the mini-park with the pre-
schools’ yard.

The materials are very soft, so it’s suitable even for the 
smallest, still crawling children. Some of the hills are a 
bit bigger and have mini-cottages on the top to play in. 
The mini-park is embraced by a low wall, which also 
functions as seating for parents, teachers and others. 
Other activities include sandboxes, swings and cut-down 
trees. In one corner there is also allotments and herb 
gardens where the children could practice some light 
farming. The paths have plenty of lighting when it’s dark 
so that people can walk there also in the evenings.

A

A

Hill
Mini
cottages

Herbs 
garden

Cut-down 
tree

Sandbox

Swing

1:500Our proposal - the Mini-park



Our proposal - the Mini-park



Inspiration for the Mini-park

Grass hills and rubber asphalt Photo: Unknown Allotment garden Photo: Unknown

A swing for friends Photo: Unknown Sculptures from dead trees Photo: Unknown
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The Family Center
One of the main concerns for the actors in the Family center is 
that it is difficult to move from one function to another. Therefore 
we propose adding a glazed corridor outside the facade, stretching 
along the whole building. Outside the corridor there is a pergola, 
and together they replace the existing roof. A net is attached on 
top of the pergola, to assure that things which may fall from the 
windows do not hit anyone. The corridor also makes it easier for 
the tenants to access the laundry rooms without passing through 
the basement.

New entrances for the tenants are added on the side of the 
building facing Hammarpark. Mixing visitors with tenants will 
make the visitiors more anonymous. The glass-corridor extrudes 
through the pergola where there is an entrance, and together with 
colors this makes it easy to distinguish the different entrances. 
It is still not decided exactly where all the actors of the Family 
center is going to be located inside the building, but it is decided 
that the pre-schools will be in the southern part, and the resource 
team will be in the northern part. In the evenings the tenants 
should be able to rent some of the spaces of the Family center.

Resource team

Pre-school Lapptäcket

Pre-school Sjöhästen

Child psychologists

Open pre-school

Staff rooms and kitchen

36 38 40

42 44 46

Our proposal with a new corridor, 
pegola and entrances for the 
tenants towards the park.
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Resource team yard
We propose that the yard is surrounded by comfortable benches, 
which are placed narrowly to prevent motor vehicles from driving 
through the area. The pergola divides the area into smaller spaces, 
while still allowing day-light into the ground floor. The feeling 
is that of an outdoor living room, complete with sofas and the 
cozy feeling. The area outside Bredfjällsgatan 40 is intended 
mostly for employees and visitors of the Family center, while the 
area opposite the multi-sport arena is a semi-public space which 
could also be used by tenants and other people looking for some 
relaxing time.

Pre-school yard
We propose that the three pre-schools will have one big, 
combined yard. The fence is moved closer to the road, so that 
the bushes are inside the yard. The asphalt is replaced with softer 
materials such as grass and sand. We propose that storage space 
for strollers are provided inside the glazed entrances. A storage 
house for play equipment is located at the southern edge of the 
yard. Swings, sandboxes and small play-houses are additions 
which are all suitable for the younger children.

Pergola

Play 
house Sandbox Swing

1:500

Storage 
house

Resource team Open PreschoolPreschools Lapptäcket 
& Sjöhästen



Our proposal - the Outdoor Living Room
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The apartments
Through our research we have understood that 
there is a need for bigger apartments in Hammarkullen. The most 
common type of apartment for the million programme and in our 
building has only two bedrooms. At the same time the owners are not 
interested in creating bigger apartments if it will decrease the number 
of apartments in the building or create apartments with two kitchens.

Our proposal is to add volumes to the facade to create big two-storey 
apartments connected by spiral staircases. To keep the number of 
apartments a new one bedroom apartment is added to each floor. One 
new bathroom is needed for each floor and it can be put in the same 
position as on the 8th floor. Four 3-room and two 2-room apartments 
will make three 1-room, one 2-room, one 5-room and one 6-room 
apartment. These changes are not supposed to be made to every 
apartment, but to as many as is needed.
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The facade
When adding new volumes we also propose that the facade 
should get additional insulation and a new surface material 
that stands out and makes the building easy to recognize from 
a distance. The windows should however be kept to maintain a 
visual connection to the other buildings of Bredfjällsgatan. The 
supports for the additions are hidden in the new facades. The new 

balconies are glass covered - which can also be done to the old 
ones - and the staircases are visible through a two-storey high 
window.  The new additions will break the monotony of this very 
long building and can also function as wind-breakers. They will 
have a wooden surface that goes well with the pergola outside the 
Family center. The entrances are accentuated by bright colors.

1:5001:500

Current facade towards Hammarpark

Proposed facade towards Hammarpark

1:500

1:500
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Implementation
Time line
The first priority of our project is the threshold zone outside 
the new Family center, since it is crucial for their work to have 
a functional yard and distinguishable entrances. Any changes 
that need to be done on the inside should also be prioritized. 
Our second priority is the park, which will be of joy to all of 
Hammarkullen, starting with the playground for small children 
and the multi sports field. Although the apartments are our third 
priority they are far from unimportant. Apart from the benefits for 
the tenants who get bigger apartments, the changing of the facade 
is important both for locating the building more easily and to 
decrease the energy used for heating the building.

Finance
The municipality is responsible for the needs of the Family 
center and should provide them with play equipment and storage, 
however since Bostadsbolaget and Newsec together own the 
yard they could be interested in changes that would benefit the 
tenants; such as greenery and seating. Park & Naturförvaltningen 
owns the park but Bostadsbolaget could invest in playgrounds 
and common spaces there. They have already started a discussion 
on investing in playground in Gothenburg. The project is called 
LEK 2012. If Bostadsbolaget are willing to invest in the park, 
we think that the municipality could agree to pitch in with some 

funding. Bostadsbolaget are solely responsible for the apartments 
and we hope that a solution in which they can keep the number of 
apartments will inspire them to refurbish. Our proposal does not 
require a specific number of apartments to be changed; that is up 
to the owners. To make the additions financial sustainable durable 
materials should be used, and the vegetation should be easy to 
maintain.

Practicalities
If Bostadsbolaget would want to build common premises for 
the tenants in Hammarpark, the detail plan for the park needs 
to be changed. For this to happen they will have to get Park & 
Naturförvaltningen to support their idea.

The best way to realize our proposal is to kill two birds with 
one stone; change the facade while changing the apartments and 
put new ground material when fixing the drainage around the 
building.

Our proposal is meant to be an inspiration and not to be taken 
literally; for example the facades does not have to be red, but 
they should stand out from the surroundings. Before starting the 
implementations all actors have to be more closely involved. The 
pre-schools for example might have opinions on our playground 
design. 
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The Process
We believe that it was a very good idea to have a long initial 
phase where we had a chance to establish a dialogue with citizens 
and different actors. However, the problem with this way of 
working was that we repeatedly had to push the start of the actual 
design phase further into the future. There always seemed to be 
one more person to interview, one more workshop to arrange. 
The most notable example of this was the design workshop at the 
Open pre-school. According to our initial time-schedule we were 
supposed to start our own sketching that week. Instead we used 
most of the week to plan, arrange and summarize the workshop. 
But even though the time for finalizing the design was heavily 
reduced because of this, we are still very happy that we decided 
to do this workshop. It gave us valuable information which 
helped our design proposal, and we also hope that the dialogue 
we started will encourage further discussion between the local 
stakeholders.

The workshops and interviews got us in contact with a lot of 
different groups, such as parents, kids, youth, tenants, teachers 
and other employees at the Family center, responsible at 
Bostadsbolaget and SDF. But we realized in the end of our work 
that our investigation material is not balanced gender-wise. For 
example, all the teachers and parents we have had contact with 

Evaluation
during the project are women. This might be because child-care 
is traditionally the women’s area. If we would have realised this 
early on, we could have discussed the possibility of actively 
trying to reach more males.

The Design
We are happy with our design proposal because we believe that 
it addresses many of the wishes and problems that people have 
talked about. However, the limited time forced us to prioritize 
some areas to focus on. One thing we would have liked to address 
is the indoor spaces of the Family center. The pre-schools main 
concern was the outdoor space, and therefore we chose to focus 
on that. But they and the resource team also mentioned some 
problems concerning the indoor area.

We are very happy that we managed to include some suggestions 
about the apartments in our design proposal. However, the next 
step would be to look at it in more detail. One also have to be 
aware of the potential problems with our proposal for changing 
the apartment sizes. Even though the total number of apartment 
does not change, the tenants would often have to move when two 
3-room apartments are turned into one bigger and one smaller 
apartment.
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The Family House is a project that deals with a residential 
building and its surroundings in Hammarkullen. The ground floor 
of the building will house a Family center which includes three 
pre-schools, prenatal- and child health care and a resource team. 
The building is situated next to a park, close to the central square.

During our research we contacted all actors involved in the park 
and the building, made interviews and had workshops with pre-
school children, tenants, teachers and parents. We also visited 
places of interest to get inspiration and compare them to our 
project area. After gathering facts and opinions we analyzed 
the material through the TIP and the SWOT methods. We also 
divided our project area into three parts; the Park, the Family 
Center and the Apartments. The main target issues we found 
were Organization of the premises not adapted to the functions, 
Visibility and Orientation Difficulties, Lack of activity in the park.

To tackle these issues we came up with a few guidelines, based 
on our research;

Connect inside and outside, Easy to access and orient
Everlasting beauty, Adapt the spaces for current users
Activities for all ages, Human scale, Positive Identity

In our design we propose ways to connect the building and its 
yard to the park and to adapt the yard to its current users. The 
pre-schools get a playground suitable for young children and 

the resource team gets an outdoor living room area that can be 
shared with the tenants. The Family center is connected by a glass 
corridor and a pergola that together replaces the big roof. The 
entrances are accentuated to facilitate orientation.

The park is refurbished to have activities for all age groups and 
to be a meeting point for everybody in Hammarkullen. There 
is a playground area for the youngest children, another for the 
school ages and a multi sports field with seating for the youth. A 
common premise to rent for parties and bigger meetings is added 
in the middle of the park, accompanied by a barbecue place. New 
lights make the park safer at night.

We also show a suggestion for how to combine apartments to get 
bigger spaces for large families, without decreasing the number 
of apartments in the building. This is done by resizing adjacent 
apartments and adding new volumes to the facade while also 
adding extra insulation and a new surface material that makes the 
building easy to identify from a distance.

The research part of our process took longer than anticipated, 
leaving us with very little time to develop the proposal. However, 
it was both interesting and very rewarding to talk, discuss and 
design with all the actors. Given more time we would have liked 
to address the indoor space of the Family center as well, but 
we understood the outdoor space to be their main concern. We 
hope that our proposal can be an inspiration and a ground for 
discussion in the future. 

Summary
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Public presentation
On Wednesday the 15th of December 2010 we had a exibition 
of the project proposals in Hammarsalen at Folkets Hus, in 
Hammarkullen. It was a public exhibition open to everyone, and 
the press was invited.  We were at place to answer questions from 
visitors. Unfortunately not many of the actors who participated in 
our process showed up, but the ones who did were positive about 
our proposal, which we were very glad to hear. 

The 16th of December, we held a public presentation at the 
same place, Folkets Hus. The presentation was held in both 
Swedish and English, since some of the participants in the class 
are foreign. Around one hundred people showed up, mostly 
from Chalmers and the University of Gothenburg, but also 
some citizens from Hammarkullen and other actors from the 
neighbourhood. After the presentation of the projects the audience 
asked questions. 

The presentation was taped and photographed. The movie and the 
pictures are available at our blog:
www.suburbsdesign.wordpress.com

Photos: Mikael Hammerman
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Comments on our proposal made during critique seminar the 
17 th of  December. Present at the seminar were apart from the 
students of the course, Jenny Stenberg - responsible teacher of the 
course, and invited critics. Ulf Eldblom from Bostadsbolaget was 
invited to critique upon our proposal.

* “It would have been good to have more socio-economic 
information about Hammarkullen in relation to Göteborg” 
(Ulf Eldblom, Bostadsbolaget)

*  “There is a need for a deeper presentation on Bredfjällsgatan.”
(Ulf Eldblom, Bostadsbolaget)
We had discussions about whether to have detailed information  
on a separate premise in our presentation or not, and we decided 
not to, since we believe that such data is delicate, and would not 
contribute in a positive way.

*  “Great exterior design proposals” 
(Jenny Stenberg, Centre for Urban Studies, Hammarkullen)

* “Make a deeper differentiation of private and open companies 
and associations.” 
(Ulf Eldblom, Bostadsbolaget)
In our process we made a thorough research about the actors 
and their relation to one other, also explaining the ownership 
situation and their responsibilities. It´s unfortunate that it did not 
come through as clear in the final presentation.

*  “Leave-out the apartments! It´s too much and makes you lose 
focus!” 
(Ulf Eldblom, Bostadsbolaget)
We decided to work with all three areas; the park, the threshold 
zone and the apartments, after making an analysis of  different 
issues that came up during our research. The analysis showed 
that the three areas in many ways deal with separate issues, and 
that it is not possible to “solve” several issues just by working 
with one or two of the areas. We also believe it is important to 
include the tenants in the project - to give something back to 
them, creating a stronger sense of belonging to the place and 
hopefully a socially sustainable environment.

* “I think it was a very good idea to bring so many involved 
actors together.”
(Ulf Eldblom, Bostadsbolaget)

*  “What gender? What ages? What Nationality? How many 
families did they represent? More information about the tenants 
in workshops is needed.”
(Ulf Eldblom, Bostadsbolaget)
We agree. It would certainly be useful in this kind of workshops, 
where the number of participants is  limited. It gives credibility to 
the results.

*  “Did you investigate what problems there are today with who 
is using and how they are using Hammarpark?”
(Ulf Eldblom, Bostadsbolaget)

Critics
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We discussed Hammarpark in various occations and with 
different actors, yes. Our guidelines are based upon this research 
material and the guideline “Easy to access and orient”, with new 
pathways and good lighting as design proposals, are results of 
issues that had been discussed. All the issues that came up during 
the research phase are summed-up in our TIP-analysis ( TIP - 
The Integral Process of Working on Complex Issues) scheme. 
Here you can find issues related to Hammarpark.

* “Interesting process and the fact that you worked close with 
actors. Explain a bit more about the project “being a tool for 
further discussions”; was it successful?” 
(Fellow students in the course)
In our last workshop - the co-design workshop at the open 
preschool, we intended to leave the model we all had built 
together at the open preschool so that visitors could comment 
upon it and the discussion this way would continue. Unfortunately 
the preschool did not have room enough for our models, 
however we gave them a poster with photos from the workshop 
to put up on the wall instead. We believe that introducing the 
different actors to each other and starting a design dialogue is 
definitely constructive to the process, and that the workshop itself 
contributed to this. We believe that the workshop itself and the 
networks created during this workshop, but also during other 
workshops and interviews, were successful. 

* “Main project´s strength: park for different ages.”  
(Fellow students in the course)

*  “Explain why in the report it is mentioned that the threshold 
zone was prioritized, but in the end the park takes more 
importance.” 
(Fellow students in the course)
We entered our research phase with only one direction to consider 
-  connect the inside to the outside, given by Jenny Stenberg, our 
teacher. Apart from that our minds were blank. This direction is 
in a way strongly connected to the threshold zone. Through our 
process we recognised the importance of connecting the park 
to the building, not only the threshold zone, due to a complex 
ownership situation, and also existing ongoing plans for investing 
in such areas in Gothenburg (fotnot till LEK 2012 och Park & 
Naturs planer). This affected the importance of the park in the 
final presentation.

* “In the ground floor there is a connection between outside and 
inside, would the corridor and pergola affect that connection?” 
(Fellow students in the course)
Our research showed a great need for a connection between 
different premises in the future family centre. The proposed 
corridor is a direct response to that need, as well as giving 
the tenants an indoor connection to the laundry room, which 
is missing today. We believe that the corridor, together with 
the pergola spaces brings life to this area, and in that sense 
strengthens the connection. The visual connection between people 
on the inside and on the outside. 

*  “Good thing trying co-designing.”
(Jenny Stenberg, Centre for Urban Studies, Hammarkullen)
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